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Comparative Research on EEG Wave Test Results of the Different Level Shooters
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Abstract: Objective To investigate the characteristics of EEG  waves of the different level shooters so

as to provide reference for scientific talent selection and training control of the shooters. Methods Adopting

the Advanced Training Control Monitoring to collect and analyze EEG  wave signals of 152 samples of 19

shooters of Chinese National Shooting Team and 19 shooters of Guangdong Province at the different

training stages. Results There is no significant difference between the EEG  wave types of the shooters of

different levels. But the high-level shooter display higher cooperation trend and stability. There is no

distinct difference between the entropies and the dominant frequency entropies of the different EEG 

wave types of the different level shooters. But significant difference can be found between entropies of the

Olympic champions and those of the higher stability athletes of the national and Guangdong teams. There

is negative correlation between the EEG  wave dominant frequencies and the entropies of the cognitive

and optimal type athletes. Conclusion EEG  wave types of the different level shooters tend to be

cognitive. So cognitive type can be regarded as the reference indicator for selecting shooters. The training

conditioning and the stability of the competitive level of the top shooters are better than the shooters of low

level. Entropy can be used as the reference indicator in monitoring the training conditioning of the elite

shooters.
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Table  Basic Condition of the Subjects

Table  Distribution of the EEG Wave Types of the Differ-
ent Level Athletes
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Table   EEG  Wave Dominant Frequency Entropies

(Cognitive Type) of the Higher Stability Athletes
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Table  Different Type Dominant Frequency Entropies of

EEG  Wave Tested


